“Sublime ambassadors
of Pan-Latin music”
-The Boston Globe

”Rousing guitar!”
-Washington Post

“Rosi Amador has a smile that
melts glaciers
and a voice to match”
-Daily Hampshire Gazette

“Stars of 2007” in
People en Español Magazine

Winner of three
Boston Music Awards for
“Outstanding Latin Act”
“Best of Boston” winner
-Boston Magazine

Symphonic Suite
commissioned by
Bank of America Celebrity Series

Parents’ Choice Award-winning
bilingual family album
on Rounder Records
“Standout vocals and top-notch

playing…”
–World Roots

Now Touring Noche de Muertos
and Cada Día un Regalo
Artist Phone: 617-492-1515
Artist Email: info@solycanto.com
Artist Website: www.solycanto.com
Artist EPK: www.sonicbids.com/solycanto
Represented by Siegel Artist Management
www.siegelartist.com

When Rosi and Brian Amador met and fell in love in 1984,
they didn’t know their relationship would blossom into the
musical project of their dreams…
Puerto Rican/Argentine singer and bongo player Rosi Amador and New Mexican guitarist and
composer Brian Amador have been lucky enough to spend more than two decades
composing, arranging and performing music that moves people inside and out; songs that
combine poetic lyrics, commitment to social change, and sabor, the "tastiness" of music that
draws you into its story or makes you want to get up and dance. Singing of a longing for
peace or of taking care of our planet, telling the story of a solitary kiss or the sadness of
losing a loved one, celebrating the Mexican "Day of the Dead" - has put them in touch with
people who share their concerns and joy in celebrating Latin culture and what they offer: a
personal, idiosyncratic language of music and lyrics revealing a common, human language.
Sol y Canto is their three-time Boston Music Award
winning Latin roots ensemble and the culmination of
their musical vision. Featuring Rosi's crystalline voice,
Brian's lush Spanish guitar, and accompanied by
virtuoso musicians from Uruguay, Perú, Panamá and
the U.S. on piano, winds, bass, and percussion, the
sextet has established a reputation for its quirky
original compositions addressing life, love and social
justice. Since 1994, Sol y Canto has brought audiences
to their feet from the Kennedy Center, the White House,
and Boston's Symphony Hall, the California World
Music Festival and Puerto Rico's Museo de Arte to the
Kimmel Center in Philadelphia.
Sol y Canto is known for making their music accessible
to Spanish- and non-Spanish speaking audiences of all
ages. Brian Amador was the first Latino ever to be
commissioned by Boston's preeminent Celebrity Series
to compose a Latin orchestral suite, Prisma de amores.
It tours nationwide with symphony orchestras to string
quartets. People en Español Magazine selected Rosi and
Brian for its 2007 “Stars of the Year” issue, highlighting
four inspiring Hispanics who have used their passion,
conviction, creativity and self discovery to achieve
success.

PROGRAMS AVAILABLE
NEW! Sabor y Memoria:
A Musical Feast in Seven Courses
All about a favorite topic: Latin food,
memory, immigration & slow food!
A Bilingual Children’s Shows:
Award-winning music for young
audiences and families

Cada Día un Regalo:
Latin roots show from duo to sextet
paying homage to love, life, death, and
living fully in the present.

Celebrate Día de los Muertos:
Mexico’s beloved Holiday
Whimsical yet deeply spiritual songs
and instrumentals from Mexican classics
to irresistibly joyous Latin originals.
Programs Available for Adult
Or Family Audiences

Workshops/Master Classes
Artist Residencies

New England Funding (NEST)
www.nefa.org/
Their latest CD, Cada Día un Regalo (Each Day a Gift) combines original compositions with
www.solycanto.com
several hand-selected classics from Chile, Mexico, Puerto Rico
and Cuba. Released by
MusicAmador Productions, it represents a musical breakthrough for the ensemble, featuring
eight original compositions by Brian Amador, and the tightest ensemble they have ever put
together. BOOKINGS: Siegel Artist Management, www.siegelartist.com; for MA Bookings:
www.solycanto.com

CONCERT PROGRAMS
(see reverse side for Educational Programs)

Sabor y M emoria: A Musical Feast in Seven Courses
NEW for 25th Anniversary Season! Brian Amador’s newest musical program is about a favorite topicLatin food! Performed by Sol y Canto and string quartet Cuarteto Latinoamerican (or your local string
quartet), Sabor y Memoria (Flavor and Memory) touches on issues of memory and nostalgia for one’s
home country as well as immigration, agricultural sustainability and hunger. Sabor y Memoria provides
ample opportunity for community engagement with local restaurants, hunger organizations and
farmers’ markets. Everyone will want a taste!

Cad a Dia un Reg alo : Each Day a Gift
Cada Día un Regalo is a community homage to love, life, death, and living fully in the present, woven
into an eclectic musical collection that is quirky, lyrical, satirical and heartfelt. Including selections from
Sol y Canto’s critically acclaimed album by the same name, Cada Día Un Regalo combines original
compositions about social justice and love—including a precious lullaby written for Rosi and Brian
Amadors’ twin daughters—with selections from their acclaimed Noche de Muertos program and handselected classics from Chile, Mexico, Puerto Rico and Cuba. “Unfailingly inspiring…The Amadors and
their cohorts bring a tremendous virtuosity to their music.…” – Billboard Magazine

Celebrate Mexico’s Día de los Muertos” !

( Adul t o r F ami ly S hows )

A musical celebration of Mexico's Days (and Night) of the Dead, this dynamic program combines
beloved classics with joyous original songs in Mexican and pan-Latin rhythms that address this
whimsical yet deeply spiritual Mexican/Central American holiday. "Many thanks for a wonderful
concert…an exceptional night of music, culture and history!" – -Mervon Mehta, Kimmel Center,
Philadelphia, 2008. Altars and traditional Mexican Day of the Dead foods by community members add
to the richness of the program that unites communities in celebration and memory of all our ancestors.

El Doble de Amigos: Twice as Many Friend s
This bilingual musical family fiesta is completely interactive, featuring calypso, reggae, plena, son, and
more. Children and families are immersed in the joys of a bilingual musical experience. Your local
children’s choir will get everyone involved! “After a full hour, when kids would usually de ready for
other activities, Sol y Canto literally had them dancing in the aisles and on to of their seats…”
-The Boston Globe

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS
(see reverse side for Concert Programs)

Adult & Uni versity/College Aud i ences
Celebrating Latin Rhythms
A dynamic and participatory workshop experience! This workshop invites the audience to explore the roots of Latin
American music by combining performance, engaging lecture, and ample audience participation. Those who volunteer to
come onstage learn first-hand how indigenous, African, and European cultures influenced Latin American music. The
members of Sol y Canto also teach basic Latin dance rhythms including the Dominican merengue, the Caribbean salsa, and
the Colombian cumbia.
Turning Memories into Melodies
This workshop guides participants through the creative process of exploring how a memory can be triggered by a sensory
stimulus such as a smell, a photo, or a favorite dish, and how we can express that connection in song.
Class limit: 20. Duration: 2 – 3 hours
¡Sabroso! Healthy Latin Cooking with Musical Director & Chief Cook, Brian Amador and sidekick Rosi Amador
In this hands-on workshop, participants will learn to prepare a healthy meal with Latin flavors, including some of the most
popular dishes and some unique innovations from Mexico, Puerto Rico, and Cuba! !Qué sabroso! – How yummy! . While
things are cooking, we’ll do a little salsa dancing, and when everything is ready we’ll sit down to a delicious meal.
Class limit: 20. Duration: 3 – 4 hours, including dinner
Master Classes and Residencies
Residencies may involve a custom combination of the above plus master classes drawing from the expertise of Sol y
Canto's, from Afro-Latin percussion workshops to composition and Latin dancing tutorials.

Young Audiences (pre-k to 6 th grade)
A Latin American Musical Journey
An interactive introduction to traditional songs and instruments from all over Latin America! Featured instruments include
Spanish guitar, Caribbean pleneras (hand drums) and bongos, South American quena (bamboo flute), and an assortment of
small percussion instruments. Students are invited to experiment with these instruments as they learn about their origins and
individual histories. If the entire Sol y Canto quintet or sextet participates in the show, the instruments described above may
be combined with congas, keyboard, accordion, saxophone, flute, and electric or acoustic bass. Length: 45-60 minutes.
Mexican Day of the Dead
A lighthearted and participatory adventure featuring songs from Sol y Canto’s Parents’ Choice Award-winning bilingual
children’s CD, El Doble de Amigos/Twice as Many Friends, popular Mexican children’s songs and lively selections from Sol
y Canto’s 2008 release, Cada Día un Regalo/Each Day a Gift, and songs celebrating the Mexican Day of the Dead. This
performance combines humorous original compositions and traditional ever-popular Latin American children’s songs
including: La Acamaya, a playful Mexican children’s song about a crawfish who might “get you,” Mi Cuerpo Hace Música/My
Body Makes Music, inviting children and their parents to stand up and dance while singing along in both English and
Spanish, ever-popular Puerto Rican circle game and song, Chequi Morena, and more. Length: 45-75 minutes.

WHAT PRESENTERS SAY...
I loved you! Your depth, your spirit, your giving, your musicality and artistry was wonderful… We
love our community and believe that we can strengthen it through the arts, especially with artists of
your caliber. Rosi, all the best to Brian and the band. Thank them for me. Keep up the good work.
-Joyce M. Bonomini, Director
The Marcia P. Hoffman Performing Arts Institute
Ruth Eckerd Hall, Clearwater, FL
I have heard nothing but raves from everyone, especially our new works funder. He was especially
grateful to see such a diverse audience. I also received a call this morning from one of my board
members who said it was the type of concert that made him proud to be associated with the Series.
Lastly, I want to say one more time how wonderful you both were to work with. Thank you again,
and relish the standing ovation and the accolades coming your way.
-Martha H. Jones, President and Executive Director
Celebrity Series, Boston
Bridging cultures through a wonder-filled program!
-Earl Lawrence Tucker, Director
Trinity Concerts, NYC
One of our more recent, successful programs was the performance by the Latin ensemble Sol y
Canto. They thrilled audiences with their lively presentation of songs from diverse Latin cultures. I
enjoyed bringing them to Moravian and their performance was one of the most memorable in our
series.
-Nancy Clark, Moravian College, Bethlehem, PA
Sol y Canto provides a fabulous and inviting introduction for young people to the irresistible
rhythms and melodies of Latin America. Management provided an enormous amount of marketing
support. This show attracted an audience of 912 to our theater. Sure to please!
-Chris Brown, Durgin Hall, U Mass Lowell

CRITICAL ACCLAIM
“Folk: Soprano Rosi Amador has one of the great voices in folk music. Amador and her
Boston-based Latin group, Sol y Canto, have a pair of performances this weekend at Ruth
Eckerd Hall's Murray Studio Theater, Clearwater. Tonight at 7:30, they play music from
Puerto Rico, Cuba, Peru and Chile. Songs by Brian Amador, Rosi's husband, are also on the
agenda.”

PEOPLE EN ESPAÑOL “STARS OF 2007” ISSUE featuring Rosi & Brian Amador
“Hyundai’s ‘Descúbrelo tú mismo’ highlights inspiring Hispanics who have used their
passion, conviction, creativity and self discovery to achieve career success. The rich and
natural harmonies of Brian and Rosi Amador, founders of the group Sol y Canto reach
audiences worldwide. Singing their dreams for a better world they found their own style in
the interpretation of Latin music.”

“Sol y Canto hit the stage and immediately activated ... the crowd of nearly 900 to clap
their hands to a bewitchingly merry Puerto Rican plena song.... They encored with [a]
rollicking dance tune in the Cuban son rhythm, an ancestor of salsa music. As the sextet
buoyantly swapped solos - flute to guitar to keyboard to percussion - their exuberance ...
brought the crowd to its feet....” -Scott Alarik

“...Sol y Canto [brings] the warm equatorial flavor of its brand of Cuban-Afro-Latin folk
music...rousing!”

"I say any weekend that includes both Greg Brown and Rosi Amador of Sol y Canto is a
weekend from booking heaven. Rosi Amador has a smile that melts glaciers and a voice to
match …I would hitchhike to Buenos Aires to hear them! -John Stifler

Wha t the Critics Sa y About our Family Show...
Kid’s Corner, WXPN-88.5, Philadelphia- September 2004
Kathy O’Connell, Producer
"The only way that 'Twice as Many Friends' could be better is if there were twice as
many songs! It is a wonderful album- for all ages and in any language."

The Boston Globe
Scott Alarik

"After a full hour, when kids would usually show how ready they are for other
activities, Sol y Canto literally had them dancing in the aisles, and on top of seats..."

Parents Magazine -May 2004
THE HIT LIST
Highlights "El doble de amigos/Twice as Many Friends" in their "Fiesta Fun" section.
Parents Magazine is America's #1 family magazine since 1926.

Los Angeles Times
Lynne Heffley
This aptly named band, led by Rosi and Brian Amador, does indeed warm its bilingual
get-up-and-dance songs from Latin American countries with an irresistibly sunny
spirit. Expert musicians and bubbly adult and child vocalists invite listeners to count
in Spanish and English, learn the "7 dias," Afro-Brazilian-style; and put on their
dancing zapatos (shoes) for a bouncy Puerto Rican children's circle game.

Star-Telegram, Forth Worth, TX
"What to Listen to"
“Sol y Canto makes its latest album [El doble de amigos/Twice as Many Friends] a
family affair for your family to enjoy...a fun, danceable blend of Latin music.”

What Kids S ay...

(Quotes from 3rd graders at Tasis Dorado Elementary School in Puerto Rico.)

"I love how you sang to us, it was really exciting. I liked the songs because
they were about kids." Your friend, Angélica Alvarez
"Thank you for being here. I loved all of your songs, that was my best school day
ever." - Sincerely, Lucas Rivera
"I like your band because it is bilingual. I am learning spanish, so I am trying to get
the hang of it. I now the simple words I love your band!" Sincerely, Jordan Bonner
"I think Sol y Canto is the best music group ever. I have the Sol y Canto CD and I
love your music." Your fan, Ariadna Martinez

PERFORMANCE

HIGHLIGH TS

(visit www.solycanto.com for a complete performance list)
Kimmel Center, Philadelphia, PA (2008)
“Noche de Muertos” celebrating
Mexican Days & Nights of the Dead
Smithsonian Institute (2008)
National Museum of American Indian
“Noche de Muertos”
World Music, Somerville Theater, Somerville, MA (2003)
CD release concerts for Twice as Many Friends/El Doble de amigos –
Bilingual Children’s CD on Rounder Records
Sanders Theater, Cambridge, MA (2001)
Bank of America Celebrity Series Commission Latin Suite
Composed by Brian Amador for Sol y Canto and Orchestra

White House Easter Celebration (2000)
WGBH Public TV, “La Plaza”
Documentary on Sol y Canto (1999)
Springfield Symphony Orchestra, Springfield, MA (2004)
California World Music Festival, Grass Valley, CA (2004)
(2005) Museo de Arte de Puerto Rico, San Juan, Puerto Rico
Old Town School of Folk Music, Chicago, IL (1997)

Kravis Center, West Palm Beach, FL (2006)

ARTIST BIOS
Brian Amador - Musical director, composer, arranger, acoustic guitar, voice
A Chicano/Gringo mongrel from Albuquerque, New Mexico, Brian was one of the founding
members of Flor de Caña, arranging much of the band's material and co-producing two
recordings. He studied classical guitar, composition, and improvisation at New England
Conservatory of Music in Boston, and flamenco guitar in Albuquerque and Madrid. For five years
Brian was principal guitarist of the Ramón de los Reyes Spanish Dance Theatre. He was
awarded an "exceptional artist" grant from the Massachusetts Cultural Council for music
composition, and was commissioned by the Celebrity Series to compose the orchestral suite
PRISMA DE AMORES, which Sol y Canto debuted with the Boston Modern Orchestra Project in
2001. Brian's guitar style is as mixed as his heritage, combining flamenco, classical, Cuban son,
Latin American styles, and jazz. In February 2009, the nation’s oldest and most prestigious artist
colony, the MacDowell Artist Colony, named him a fellow.
Rosi Amador- Lead vocals, bongo, percussion, company director
Of Argentine and Puerto Rican heritage, Rosi was raised by performer parents, who passed on
to her their love of Latin American rhythms and musical styles. Her mother was a dancer, a
singer and an actress. She appeared in the U.S. on Broadway, in Europe with Bob Hope, Jerry
Lewis and Dean Martin among others, and in Mexico with comic actor "Cantinflas" (Mario
Moreno). Her father began in radio in Buenos Aires and later became an actor, touring all over
Latin America. With ten years of training as a classical singer, Rosi was one of award-winning
Flor de Caña's founding members and manager for ten years. She has been deeply influenced
by popular Latin music, jazz, North American folk, blues and contemporary African vocal styles.
With her husband she joyfully parents identical twin daughters Sonia and Alisa, born in April
1996.
Renato Thoms - Percussion
Born in Colón, Panamá, Renato began his music training at the Conservatory of the National
University of Heredia in Costa Rica. After earning a Bachelor of Music Performance degree at
Berklee College of Music in Boston, MA, Renato received his Master of Music degree in Jazz
Studies at The Boston Conservatory in 1998. Renato has performed with numerous wellregarded musicians and ensembles, including Rubén Blades, Eddie Palmieri's Latin Jazz &
Salsa Orchestra, the Danilo Pérez Quintet, Brian Lynch, Hilton Ruiz, Dee Dee Bridgewater, Jon
Lucien, Sol y Canto, Paquito D'Rivera, Victor Mendoza, Conrad Herwig, Antonio Hart, and the
late Pete "El Conde" Rodriguez. Mr. Thoms was a finalist in the 2000 Thelonious Monk Hand
Drumming Competition and cast member/musician of the 2005 Broadway production of the
Mambo Kings.

Tim Mayer - Flute, sax
Having grown up in Oregon and California, Tim Mayer came to Boston to study at Berklee
College of Music, from which he graduated in 1996. Tim enjoys an active schedule of performing
and recording in several diverse styles, namely Jazz, Latin music, Cape Verdean music, and
Pop. He has performed with and recorded for such artists as Maynard Ferguson, Slide Hampton,
Arturo Sandoval, Eguie Castrillo, Horacio “El Negro” Hernandez, Antonio Sanchez, Bana, The
Mendes Brothers, Mandy Moore, and Rachel Yamagata. Tim currently teaches at Berklee for
the 5-Week and City Music programs.
Nando Michelin - Piano, keyboards
After a very successful career in his homeland Uruguay, Nando Michelin came to Boston to
develop his skills as piano player and composer at the Berklee College of Music. Since his
graduation in 1991, he has recorded extensively here and in Uruguay with several acclaimed
artists such as singer Teresa Inez and jazz trumpeter Tony D’Aveni, and his own band,
comprising Jerry Bergonzi, Fernando Huergo, Steve Langone and Sula Da Silva. Nando also did
the musical direction for tango/jazz singer Katie Viqueira's album "El Otro Lado" (The Other
Side), has recorded a series of monthly performances with singer Giana Viscardi at the Acton
Jazz Café, and serves as pianist for the Felipe Salles group. Other artists he has collaborated
with include MPB icons Jair Rodrigues, Flavio Venturini, and Celso Adolfo. Currently he teaches
at Berklee College of Music, Brookline Music School, and Tufts University.
Jorge Roeder- Acoustic and electric basses
A native from Lima, Peru, Jorge has performed a wide range of styles, including Peruvian Creole
and Folkloric music, Jazz, Central and South American music, Classical and Rock. He began
playing cello and electric bass at age 14, and later he switched to Double Bass at age 19,
performing mostly Classical music and Jazz. He became assistant principal bassist of the Lima
Philharmonic and Opera orchestras in the 2001-2002 season. After moving to Boston in the fall
of 2002, Jorge got a degree in Jazz Performance from the prestigious New England
Conservatory of Music, where he studied with Danilo Perez, Bob Moses, John Lockwood, Oscar
Stagnaro and Charlie Banacos. Jorge has performed and recorded with artists such as Alex
Acuna, Herbie Hancock, Victor Mendoza, Steve Turre, Roy Haynes and Bob Moses among
others. Most recently, Jorge has been awarded first prize at the 2007 International Society of
Bassists Biennal Jazz Competition.

DISCOGRAPHY

Cada Día un Regalo
(MusicAmador Productions 2008)

Twice as Many Friends / El Doble de Amigos
(Rounder Records 2003)
Parent’s Choice Silver Honor Award
National Parenting Publications Award (NAPPA)
Early Childhood NEWS Director’s Choice Award

En Todo Momento
(Redwing Music 1999)
A “top ten hit” by People en español

Sendero del Sol
(Rounder Records 1996)
Produced by Panamanian Jazz star Danilo Pérez
One of the ten best albums of 1996 – Hispanic Magazine

Sancocho
(Rounder Records 1994)
One of the ten best recordings of 1994 – The Boston Globe

Presents

Cada Día un Regalo
Featuring Songs of Hope from
Their Newest CD Release

Sol y Canto walks a fine line between the exotic and the familiar. Is it Latin
music or folk music? Is this a Buddhist message or a universal one? Their
concerts draw diverse crowds: Latinos of all backgrounds and non-Latinos alike.
Their latest album, Cada Día un Regalo (Each Day a Gift), combines original
compositions about social justice and love—including a precious lullaby written
for Rosi and Brian Amadors’ twin daughters—with several hand-selected classics
from Chile, Mexico, Puerto Rico and Cuba. A musical breakthrough for Sol y
Canto, Cada Día un Regalo features eight original compositions by guitarist and
musical director Brian Amador, and the tightest ensemble they have ever put
together. The overall effect is inspirational, as if Eckhart Tolle—the Oprahendorsed self-help philosopher who advocates living in the moment—joined
Nueva Canción, the 1960s and ’70s pan-Latin movement that united poetry,
music-making, and grassroots social consciousness.
Cada Día un Regalo concert programs are a community homage to life, death,
and living fully in the present, woven into an eclectic musical collection that is
quirky, lyrical, satirical and heartfelt. Programs include selections from Sol y
Canto’s critically acclaimed program, “Noche de Muertos,” and new original
compositions by Brian Amador, all featured on the ensemble’s highly anticipated
album.
“Their performance was one of the most memorable in our series”
-Nancy Clark, Moravian College, Bethlehem, PA

“I loved you! Your depth, your spirit, your giving, your musicality and
artistry were wonderful”
-Joyce M. Bonomini, Director, Marcia P. Hoffman Performing
Arts Institute, Ruth Eckerd Hall, Clearwater, FL

Available in duo to sextet for concerts, workshops, master
classes and residencies.

About the Songs
Like much of Sol y Canto’s fifteen years of performance, Cada Día un Regalo draws on a
variety of Latin musical traditions. “Como Volar” is an instrumental based on a
Venezuelan merengue rhythm in five. “Beso Discreto” is a humorous take on the old
1930s and ’40s favorite by the Cuban singing sensation Miguel Matamoros. The band
enlists the audience to join the chorus of rhythmic, lip smacking kisses. Sol y Canto’s
version of the widely recognized Mexican song “La Llorona” starts off with an
instrumental version of the popular song “Gracias a la Vida” by Chilean folklorist and
singer Violeta Parra.
Sol y Canto also tackles heavy social and political issues in a genuine, hopeful way.
Original composition “La Colmena” (which means The Beehive) is a humorous allegory of
democracy in the U.S. “It seemed like a good idea to get rid of the queen,” Brian
explains the lyrics. “Now the ones in charge are the drones. They don’t produce honey,
they don’t fight the wars. They kept the royal jelly. We see the downfall of the
metropolis because they’ve taken all the propolis.” The song “Ojo por Ojo” (An Eye for
an Eye), about the cycle of vengeance and retribution, ends with the refrain from which
the album’s title derives: “Each life a miracle, each day a gift.” “Credo” rails against
fundamentalism of any stripe: “Again they impose their beliefs, again they disguise them
as science, again they reinterpret history, as always, they promise heaven.”
Their songs can also have a more personal side. “‘Hasta La Luna’ is a love song for our
daughters, which I wrote when they were tiny,” Brian explains, “It says, ‘To the moon,
the stars, the planets, the skies; that’s how much I love you today and forever. Look at
the moon and you’ll know.’ It was based on something we always told them at night. I
turned it into a song. I love the space imagery to describe the endlessness of a parents’
love for their kids.”
All of these messages—from the political to the personal, from the traditional to the
original—come together in “Manifiesto,” a song that was written by the seminal Chilean
Nueva Canción figure Victor Jara. At every concert someone comes up and asks which
album this song was on, so Brian and Rosi knew it was time to include it on the new
album. “It’s about your reasons for singing,” says Brian. “‘I don’t sing just to sing, or
because I have a good voice. I sing because the guitar has feeling and reason.’”
Cada Día Un Regalo includes some of the songs Brian wrote for Sol y Canto’s widely
acclaimed multimedia program, Noche de Muertos. “Imagen de Ti” (“Image of You”) is
about “having an image of this person that is never erased, how they are still living
inside of you,” explains Brian. “When I was writing this song, I thought about people
really close to me that I lost. What would I say to them if I could?”

For more information: www.solycanto.com
For bookings: www.siegelartist.com

REVIEWS
Cada Día Un Regalo/Each Day A Gift,
Sol y Canto’s 2008 CD
MusicAmador Productions

November 8, 2008
Sol y Canto is Rosi and Brian Amador, backed by a group of extraordinary players, including Nando
Michelin (piano), Jorge Roeder (contrabass) and Bernardo Monk (saxophone, flute). The act's sound is
acoustic and Latin roots-oriented. Its taste is elemental, and the results are unfailingly inspiring. The
Amadors and their cohorts bring a tremendous virtuosity to their music —cue up "La llorona" (The
Weeping Woman) and listen to Rosi Amador sing. Her interpretation of this classic folk tune is
wonderfully evocative. The magic continues with another elegant arrangement and Rosi Amador's angelic
voice in "Hasta la Luna"—a song Brian Amador wrote for his daughters. In a more uptempo groove, note
the act's persuasive take on the Cuban bolero/cha cha cha number "Obsesión." —Philip Van Vleck

December 2008
In spite of personnel changes during their quarter century, this Boston-based band has maintained a
steadfast Pan-Latin tinge entirely their own. A constant has been the leadership of guitarist/singersongwriter Brian Amador and his wife, Rosi, sensitive interpreters of Chilean, Venezuelan, Cuban, and
Mexican traditional folk songs, as well as original tunes with those flavors. This is the most diverse and
accomplished album of Sol y Canto's career, opening with a dramatic burst of jazz-flamenco singing and
closing with an aptly named instrumental titled "Like Flying." Midway is a penultimate romantic Cuban
ditty about kissing. Rosi's vocals winningly modulate from coolly coy to warmly committed.– Norman
Weinstein

October 2008
Cada Día un Regalo – Top Eight CD Pick
Why Try? A Mix of Songs with Social Justice in Mind
Singer/Songwriter Category

Chosen by People magazine

People en Español selected Brian and Rosi Amador for Hyundai’s “Descúbrelo tú mismo”
program, featured in its 2007 “Stars of the Year” issue

#3*"/:304*"."%03
“The rich and natural harmonies of Brian and Rosi
Amador, founders of the
group Sol y Canto, reach audiences worldwide. Singing their
dreams for a better world, they
found their own style in the
interpretation of Latin music.
You too can find yours…”
PeopleEnEspanol.com/hyundai

Hyundai’s “Descúbrelo tú mismo” highlights four inspiring Hispanics who have used their passion, conviction, creativity and self discovery
to achieve career success.

MUSIC

MUSIC
CALENDAR / THE BOSTON GLOBE/ January 29, 2004

Critic’s Tip

Winter blues, be gone

All in the Family

2003 © Jon Chomitz

or a winter warm-up, how about a
friendly tour of Caribbean, Central, and
South American music with Sol y Canto?
Founders Brian and Rosi Amador share an
encyclopedic knowledge of pan-Latin musical
styles. He is a stunning guitarist and composer,
she an inviting vocalist with a shimmering
soprano. The sextet is renowned for its
welcoming ways to Hispanic and non-Hispanic
audiences.
-SCOTT ALARIK

Sol y Canto shifts gears into a kid-friendly universe
BY PAUL ROBICHEAU
ol y Canto, a Boston-rooted
outfit popular with adults, has
expanded to a younger crowd
with its new disc El Doble de Amigos/
Twice as Many Friends. … Husbandand-wife bandleaders Brian and Rosi
Amador warmed to the concept
because
of
their
daughters.
Specifically, they wanted to provide
their kids and other youngsters with
bilingual music.
“Our approach to music has always
been that it’s part of life,” Brian
Amador says. “That’s why us having
children and the children’s album just
kind of flowed together.”
The CD flows with songs about
diversity, peace, learning to count,
caring for the environment and flying
kites—all played on the ensemble’s
breezy Afro-Latin acoustic style.
The title track sets the tone with its bilingual singalong, “Twice as many friends, twice as much fun,
that’s why two languages are better than one.”
Rhythms shift from cumbia to calypso to merengue
across a range of originals and favorites from the U.S.
and Latin America. Some tunes also sport vocals from

2002 © Susan Wilson

the couple’s twin daughters and
the chorus of Cambridge’s
Amigos School. The twins and
the chorus join Sol y Canto for
Nov. 2 matinees at the Somerville
Theatre.
“This a direction we’ve been
going in a while, even though a
lot of people didn’t know about
it,” says Rosi Amador, whose
group shifts into adult mode to
perform her husband’s Latin suite
“Prisma de amores” with a string
quintet
at
Northeastern’s
Blackman Auditorium Jan 31.
“Sol y Canto’s mission has
always been one of mixing
entertaining with educating,” says
Rosi, who is of Puerto Rican
heritage, while her husband has
Mexican roots. “We celebrate
Latin culture through music, and

we like to expose both Latinos and non
Latinos to [new] genres.”
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Sol y Canto gets playful for kids' show
By Scott Alarik
GLOBE CORRESPONDENT

There is a joke told around the
world that if you know many languages, you are multilingual; if
you know two, you
Music are bilingual; and if you
Review only know one, you are
American. Sol
y Canto has made a
globe-trotting
career
out
of
introducing
non-Hispanic
audiences to pan-Latin music,
making it the perfect ambassador
to introduce children to the joys
of knowing more than one
language. It is a mission the Cambridge-based group cheerfully accepts on its new Rounder Kids CD,
"El Doblo de Amigos/Twice As
Many Friends."
The band performed two CDrelease concerts Sunday for a total
of more than 1,000 kids and parents, displaying a buoyant but
grown-up stage savvy that paid off
handsomely in the faces of unusually attentive children and grateful
parents.
Sol y Canto appears in configurations ranging from the duo of
husband-and-wife founders Brian
and Rosi Amador to much larger
ensembles. While some children's

Sol y C an to
At: the Somerville Theatre, Sunday

shows are stripped-down affairs,
with tape loops and funny sound
effects substituting for real live
music, the Amadors brought the
whole shebang on Sunday: nine
first-rate supporting musicians,
the eight-voice Amigos School of
Cambridge chorus, and their 7year-Old twin daughters, Sonia
and Alisa, for whom their father
wrote most of the CD's songs.
"You're the only one exactly
like you," Rosi Amador sang in her
crystalline mezzo, announcing the
show's theme of tying self-esteem
to a multicultural, openhearted
view of the world. So many of Brian Amador's songs combine the
playful and the useful, offering
Spanish and English lists of the
days of the week, numbers from
one to 10, and phrases such as "do
you want to play?" and "what's
your name?"
The songs came in a dynamic
array of styles, from reggae to calypso to merengue to the bewitching Afro-Brazilian ijexa. Band
members shuffled percussion instruments, horns, and tlutes. The
Amigos chorus was robust and

sweetly harmonic, and the Armdor twins sang lustily, often acting
out their parts. In a very funny
quick-change chorus of animal
imitations, they scurried behind
Mom to supply the additional appendages necessary for a proper
octopus impression.
Belying the tired notion that
kids need silly costumes, funny
noises, and ditty-dreadful melodies to hold their interest, Sol y
Canto had the crowd at its quietest
during soft, complex songs such as
Brian Amador's gentle "Arco Iris/
Rainbow" and Tom Paxton's adult
lullaby "Peace Will Come," a lovely
but difficult meditation on the disquieting distance between inner
and outer peace.
After a full hour, when kids
would usually show how ready
they are for other activities, Sol y
Canto literally had them dancing
in the aisles, and on top of seats, to
the joyful Nicaraguan anthem
"Banana." But all the wiggling
stopped at a cascading horn-section solo, the crowd listening hard
and "ooh"-ing audibly before resuming the dance.

CD REVIEWS
(See reverse side for Children’s Album Reviews)

October 2000

REVIEW Sol y Canto En Todo Momento – Flatpicking Guitar Essentials Magazine

This all-acoustic percussion, vocal, guitar, and cuatro ensemble makes romantic and very danceable
music drawn from several Latin American traditions: Cuban son, Peruvian lando, and Puerto Rican
bomba, to name a few. Brian Amador is a superb guitarist with a crystalline tone whose playing and
compositions reflect his deep knowledge of traditional styles as well as a more contemporary
harmonic vocabulary. This music is so full of high spirits and energy that at times the players sound
ready to leave the ground. (Redwing) – Ron Forbes-Roberts

Sol y Canto Sendero del Sol (Rounder Records)
Sol y Canto know how to mine the richness of a song. On their latest release,
Sol y Canto are produced by Latin jazz’s hottest star, Danilo Perez, who brings out
the dynamism of this group. The album brilliantly charts the roots of Latin American
music with its African and Iberian flavours. …
What is really striking about Sol y Canto’s music, however, is not only their
percussive drive but the profound literate quality of their songs. Rosi Amador’s
gorgeous voice wraps itself around the words…
It’s intoxicating, this blend of Renato Thoms’ percussion work, combined with
soulful depictions of the human condition and the worth of the individual. On the album’s one song sung in
English, “Alejandro’s Ghost,” Sol y Canto insightfully capture the weight of our modern experience:
“Alejandro’s ghost thought he was dead,/ but he was only lost and wandering inside his head./ didn’t think that
death amounted to much,/ he could still see and hear, he could even laugh,/ he just couldn’t touch.” The
remedy lies in Sol y Canto’s music, in bringing us back home to centre, and that is its essential beauty. – Lee

Blackstone

Children’s Album Reviews

February 2004

Magazine

El Doble de Amigos/Twice as Many Friends
Sol y Canto

Ages 3 to 8

Chase away any wintertime blues with this exuberant Spanish-English CD
from Sol y Canto (Sun and Song). For their first children’s release, the
acclaimed Latin folk act (En todo momento, Sendero del Sol) recorded 16
lively tunes with stylistic origins from all over Latin America. A few songs are
designed to teach basic Spanish (numbers, days of the week), but the CD really
shines with winsome fare such as “Mi Cuerpo Hace Músic / My Body Makes
Music,” which charms with lyrics such as “My mouth says ‘la la la’ / My
waist, ‘cha cha cha.’”

Sol y Canto
El Doble de Amigos (Twice as Many Friends)
(Rounder, 2003)
August 21, 2004 - Sol y Canto's long-awaited bilingual children's album will not disappoint
their fans and will win over children of both English- and Spanish-speaking cultures.
Brian and Rosi Amador and friends in Sol y Canto (Sun & Song)
bring their pan-Latin influences and long musical experience to this
pleasant and well-produced CD.
The songs are happy, fun, educational and, of course, fully
bilingual. They deal with such subjects as peace, the environment,
counting, days of the week and, of course, the advantages of
speaking two languages. …
If your children are learning Spanish (or English, for that matter) this CD is a fun,
easy and melodic way to help them enjoy the process! -David Cox (www.rambles.net)

Presents Bilingual Family Program

El Doble de Amigos:
Twice As Many Friends
WINNER: Parent’s Choice Honors, NAPPA, & Early Childhood News Awards

Sol yCanto’s bilingual and interactive musical fiesta features toe-tapping plena,
son, calypso, reggae and more! Featuring songs from their multiple awardwinning children’s CD of the same name, Twice as Many Friends/El doble de
amigos concerts invite incessant singing and dancing with infectious, bebopping songs, sparkling vocal harmonies, and high energy sound.
Created for grade school children and their parents, the music consists of
original songs by musical director/composer Brian Amador and perennial
favorites from Latin America and the U.S. Songs concentrate on early
development experiences for families interested in their children acquiring
Spanish as a second language, as well as for Latino families and bilingual
families who wish to promote use of Spanish at home. Educational activity
ideas for teachers and parents are available in Sol y Canto’s CD booklet and a
free bilingual educational guide is available at www.solycanto.com. Their
national touring family show can incorporate a local children community choir in
each community/city visited. Available in duo to sextet.
PRESENTERS INCLUDE:
Getty Center, Los Angeles, CA
Kravis Center, West Palm Beach, FL
Queens Theater in the Park, Queens, NY
WHAT PRESENTERS SAY ABOUT SOL Y CANTO:
“Sol y Canto provides a fabulous and inviting introduction for young people to
the irresistible rhythms and melodies of Latin America. An added bonus is
working with Rosi Amador, whose clear and pristine voice sends shivers down
the audience’s spines.
Management provided an enormous amount of
marketing support, helping ensure the show’ success. Young and old alike
cannot resist singing and dancing along. Sol y Canto’s family performance is
sure to please! This show attracted an audience of 912 to our theater.”
-Chris Brown, Durgin Hall, University of Massachusetts at Lowell

THE SONGS:
Songs address topics including numbers, days of the week, parts of the body,
self-esteem, the environment, peace, flying kites, celebrating bilingualism, and
more.
•EL DOBLE DE AMIGOS/TWICE AS MANY FRIENDS, the title cut, is a lively TexMex-style cumbia that makes a point often lost in the debate over bilingual
education: “Twice as many friends, twice as much fun, that’s why two
languages are better than one!”
•BANANA (calypso)
An all-time Sol y Canto favorite in a brand-new romping horn arrangement,
complete with rap!
•THE TRAIN PARTY (calypso-son)
Join the parranda (party) as our house springs to life every time the train goes
by!
•LET’S FLY KITES (reggae)
How many ways can you say “kite” in Spanish?
•CASA PLANETA (Cuban son)
This world is a house that we all must care for.
•SEVEN DAYS (Afro-Brazilian ijexá)
The catchiest way imaginable to learn the days of the week in both languages!
• LITTLE PAPER BOAT (Puerto Rican plena)
Classic Cuban children’s song about friendship and peace popularized on a
Cuban TV show that featured singing puppets.
•PEACE WILL COME
A gorgeous ballad by U.S. folk legend Tom Paxton featuring a children’s chorus
and the haunting ocarina (spherical Central American ceramic flute.)
•CHEQUI MORENA/SHAKE IT MORENA (calypso)
Beloved, traditional Puerto Rican circle game song in a fresh, fun arrangement.
•UNDER ONE SKY
A song by Albany-based songwriter Ruth Pelham with Spanish lyrics by Gil
Raldiris of Puerto Rico (our first percussionist). We’re all a family under one
sky. A celebration of diversity of races and species under one sky.

•MY BODY MAKES MUSIC
Game song written by Gil Raldiris featuring the parts of the body .Use your
body to make music!
•SHOES (Puerto Rican plena)
Put on your zapatos and let’s go out to play.
shoes moving!

This lively plena will get your

•THE ONE AND ONLY
There’s no one else like you and no one else fits in the way you do.
•RAINBOW (lullaby)
This is one of the most requested songs in our repertoire since Sol y Canto’s
inception.
•CAREFUL, IT MIGHT BE HOT! (Dominican merengue)
A song commissioned by the National Fire Protection Association to teach fire
safety to preschoolers.
•THE NUMBERS
Learn to count from one to ten in English and Spanish. Too much fun!

Recent awards for
El Doble de Amigos/
Twice as Many Friends
Earlychildhood NEWS magazine recognizes excellence in
products for young children. Winners of the Director’s Choice
Award enjoy solid, unbiased appraisal from a distinguished panel
of early childhood experts and childcare directors.
The merit of Sol y Canto’s latest children’s release was evaluated
based on its appropriateness for its age range (2-9), safety,
durability, effectiveness for its intended use, and its overall value.

Parents’ Choice Awards winners are filled with life, energy, and
heart-warming spirit. This collection delivers new sounds, inventive
lyrics, and some of the more compelling ways to impart life lessons
that we’ve seen – and heard -- in quite some time.
The Parents' Choice Awards Committees, comprised of moms,
dads, teachers, performing artists, librarians, and yes, kids
themselves, search out and recommend products that help kids
grow - imaginatively, physically, morally and mentally - fairly priced
products that are fun, safe and socially sound. Sol y Canto is proud
to be a recipient of their Silver Honors Award.

The National Parenting Publications Awards (NAPPA) is a
consumer awards program for children's media, including books,
toys, music, videos, software, and storytelling/spoken word.
Expert judges within each category review and select the best
submissions to receive recognition as either Gold or Honors
Award winners.
NAPPA provides parents with a comprehensive source for the
best age-by-age family-oriented products on the market. Sol y
Canto is proud to be a winner of the 2004 NAPPA Honors Award.

